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Looking For, You Can Find Them in This Brooklyn

Supermarket It looks like this is one of those summer
days where nothing looks right. The skies are

cloudless, but it’s raining on the other side. The wind
has died down, and you can hear the raindrops hitting

the pavement. There are usually any number of
people walking in the rain, and the subway

announcements go into a combination of French and
Spanish. But it’s not the first thing that comes to

mind. When I saw this storefront on the block of 7th
Avenue between Broadway and Bedford Avenue, it
didn’t dawn on me that it would have this kind of

ideal weather. But on this summer day, even with the
light rain, it was not the weather that was strange. It
was that all around it was empty. There was no one

walking in front, no one behind. To be clear, I’m
talking about this market, which calls itself “The

Towne Market.” It’s not that it’s empty, it’s just that
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there are no people outside. People look at other
markets that are deserted and see them as “traps,”
but this one is different. This is not an abandoned

store in a blighted neighborhood. It’s not an empty
strip mall with crumbling paint and an untended

parking lot. It’s not a retail store with no customers.
It’s an empty building, but it doesn’t feel like a

deserted building. It feels like it is in a different time
and place than the rest of the street. I rode my bike
up to it as quickly as possible, and I quickly noticed

that what makes this market different from the other
empty markets on the block is the number of signs
inside it. The first thing I saw were five posters. The

first one was for “Fodor’s NYC” and “Roadside
America� 1cdb36666d
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